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ENERGY DENSITY AT SATELLITE HEIGHTS

¡ A number of missions operators have asked questions about the laser energy 
densities incident on their satellite.

¡ Calculations of energy density can be made from the laser pulse energy, the beam 
divergence angle and the satellite height

¡ The upcoming ACES experiment onboard the ISS adds additional importance to 
determining these values.



BEAM DIVERGENCE PROCEDURE

¡ Building on the work of M. Davis, R. Burris and J. Rodriguez, a 
beam divergence procedure was designed and provided to the 
ILRS community on the ILRS website.

¡ The procedure involves scanning the satellite to find the point of 
extinction and then finding the energy reduction required to 
match the extinction.

¡ In the run up to the ILRS Workshop I have been in contact with 
ILRS stations to request that they carry out the beam divergence 
measurement procedure.  





NOT A PROCEDURE FOR ALL

¡ The stations are hashed in white are those that did not carry out the procedure but did provide 
alternative information.

¡ Graz provided satellite scan data

¡ Grasse have developed an alternative satellite scan method

¡ McDonald provided beam divergence calculations from ray tracing

¡ Golosiv and Irkutsk calculate divergence by measuring the beam diameter in the focal plane.

¡ McDonald and Golosiv could not perform the procedure due to limited pointing accuracy of their 
telescope. San Fernando have same problem but performed measurement anyway.

¡ Borowiec do not have a working energy meter

¡ Riga had a problem with the threshold of their timer

¡ Some stations have technical problems (Zimmerwald, Simosato)















JASON2 ENERGY DENSITITES

¡ From its launch in 2008, as part of the OCA/CNES time transfer 
by laser link (T2L2) payload, Jason-2 recorded energy densities 
of incoming SLR laser pulses.

¡ The raw data is corrected for this filter to give a measure of J/m2, 
in the plane perpendicular to the line of sight.

¡ Using the Site Log laser pulse energy and measured beam 
divergences, I calculated the energy density at Jason2 height of 
1336km.

¡ Pierre Exertier provided pulse energies recorded at Jason2 for 
the year 2015.





With thanks to 
OCS and CNES 
colleagues for 
providing this 
data.



CONCLUSIONS

¡ The beam divergence procedure works well for many stations, but it does not work 
for all stations.

¡ Recommend that an entry “Measured Beam Divergence” section is added to the Site 
Log.

¡ This method can inform the Missions SC questions on energy densities at satellite 
heights.
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ILRS NESC FORUM

¡ The new NESC forum aims to:
¡ Strengthen the connection, communication and 

collaboration between international colleagues.

¡ Exploit the wealth of experience and knowledge 
in the ILRS network to address problems that 
are common to multiple stations.

http://sgf.rgo.ac.uk/forumNESC



ILRS NESC FORUM

http://sgf.rgo.ac.uk/forumNESC

¡ Online now and open to the ILRS community

¡ Register as a member to:
¡ Post topics

¡ Post replies

¡ Get notifications by email

¡ See attachments
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ILRS NESC FORUM

¡ Notifications
¡ In order to get email notifications of new posts or daily or weekly summaries it is necessary 

to select ‘NOTIFY’ on the topics or boards that you want to follow.
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